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Singer tiny serger video

Table of Contents, Threading, Previous, Sewing, Fabric, Presser, Spool, Seam, Looper, Formation, Serger, Manual, Www.manualsmania.com Singer Tiny Serger - English - Instruction Manual in this post, I review singer Tiny Serger, a little pearl machine that I only discovered recently. I have a full-size serger, Singer
ProFinish, which I've been through here. Before I bought my full-size serger, I spent a lot of time agonising over whether it was worth the cost, and in the end, it was because it made sewing much easier. You don't want your pieces to unravel when you wear them, and finishing the raw edges of your sewing machine can
be time consuming. I went without serger for a while just because they're expensive, but if I had known Tiny Serger, I would have bought one right away. I love this little guy. Disclosure: This post contains affiliate links, which means I can get a percentage when you make a purchase using these links. It won't cost you
anything extra. I only link things I like and use, and the proceeds will help me run this blog. Thank you for supporting me! Where to find Singer Tiny Serger, Model TS 380 Singer Tiny Serger: The easiest place to find this serger on Ebay, but you can also check out Craigslist and your local used stores. On Ebay, shipping,
the total price is generally in the $50-60 range, but if you keep an eye on it, you may find an even better deal. You can also find them on Amazon, but they're in the $90-150 range, at which point you can almost buy regular serger, so I won't buy them there. The Amazon page has some other reviews of Singer Tiny Serger,
though, so you can see what other people think of it. The front is 6 wide, the sides are 6 1/4 length, and it is 10 3/4 height of the soe stand fully extended (the soe stand also folds down). What should come with Singer Tiny Serger? Here's what to look for when you buy it from a dealer. Make sure you have all these items,
especially the two cords with power and foot pedal. SergerSpool caps thread spool fingersIn built accessories box with extra side caps, threads, tweezers and needlesPower cordFoot pedal and cord (this is a separate power cord)GuidesHere here is what it should look like: Here are the main parts of the machine: Is your
Tiny Serger missing your manual? Get a free pdf download from Singer Sewing Company here. How Thread Singer Tiny SergerAs mentioned above, there are two strings in this machine: one power and one foot pedal. The front cover comes off completely, instead of folding like my other sergeril. If you only connect the
power cord, the light will light inside the machine to help you with the twists and turns. When you connect the pedal to the wire, the threading light goes out. There's no built-in light for sewing. Little Serger has one needle and two loopers. You thread it in this order: Lower looperUpper looperNeedleAt at certain points
during threading You need to turn the handwheel to move the loopers around to get them out of your way to thread. You definitely need tweezers to niir. The accessories tray comes with some tweezers, but I ended up using tweezers that came with my other serger, which were slightly smaller and gave me a better grip
on the soe. If you're having trouble threading the threads of this machine with tweezers, try using a little smaller one. Threading the machine from scratch is a bit heavy, just because the space inside the machine is so narrow. The way the road itself is easy to follow, but manoeuvring the sex in a small space is a bit
difficult. It's a factory; it just takes a little while and finesse to get the machine threaded properly. The open space between the machine and the side of the needle plate is just under one inch. Easier threading, the manual recommends linking new threads and advancing a new thread through the thread path of turning the
hand wheel (see tutorial here). Don't let your knot go through the needle, though, because it can break. How to use Singer Tiny SergerIt takes a regular sewing needle (style 2020, size 14), which is handy. The flat side of the needle must be back. I recommend getting Schmetz needles in bulk because they are the most
reliable and well-made needles I have found. The presser foot of this machine can't be removed, and you have to push the presser bar down to the lift foot, which takes a little getting used to it because you lift it up most machines. Voltage on the run-up has no numbers, just an indicator for more or less voltage. I have a
lot of vintage sewing machines, so I'm used to number-free dials. I set my dials to the default, which fits up the points of the machine and dial, and it seemed to work well in medium-weight cotton. The thread base may expand to accommodate the larger parties. Serger cones can hold half pins, but they are a little wobbly.
In my second serger, I have spool holders of each side of pins that do a better job of holding cones in place, but you might want to make or buy a niit stand put behind the machine if you want to use serger cones regularly. There is no blade to cut the fabric as you serge, so you need to make sure your edges are nice
and straight before you start sewing. There is a fabric guide that will help you line things up to make sure the seams are right on the edge of your fabric. Tiny Serger has two speed ranges, Lo and Hi, which are comfortable. Here's how it compares the size of my Singer ProFinish: Here's the serging of some fabric: Here
are the ready samples. The black theme is from Singer Tiny Serger and the white jar is my Singer ProFinish.The Tiny Serger makes a nice three-way overlock poke! It's a lot better than I expected from such a tiny machine. Piste is definitely equal to my usual serger. Tiny Serger should be lubricated before or after each
use. And on the troubleshooting chart manual: In the reviews I've seen this tiny serger, people seem to either love it or hate it, so it has a polarizing effect. Personally, I love it, and I'm surprised that Singer stopped making them. ProsCosts 1/3 to 1/4 price regular serger. I hesitated to get serger because of the expense,
but if I had known singer Tiny Serger, I would have bought one right away. It's not all bells and whistles on a bigger machine, but it does a good job of finishing raw edges that are mostly what I use for my regular serger. Takes standard sewing machine needles (style 2020, size 90/14), not specialized serger needles. Can
be used regularly as a niit or serger niit. The thread base extends to accommodate larger sides and comes with two different spoole cap sizes. Some people also add a larger nii stands behind the machine. The fabric guide is useful for keeping your stitching right on the edge of your fabric. The threading light will help you
see what you're doing inside the machine. Excellent for small spaces, travel, or just having a backup serger. There are two different speed ranges that can be used in terms of pedaling (i.e. the slower speed goes super slow to moderately slow pedal, while the higher speed goes from fast to fast pedal). Under the machine
there is an extra space for convenient storage. There's a threading diagram inside the machine. There's no knife, so there's not a huge build-up of fuzz and fluffy every time you serge, and the machine doesn't need much cleaning. ConsTe will find them used only, so the condition may be a problem. I can't talk about the
hardness of this serger- my work works well, but I may have been lucky enough to find one in good working order. There is a similar note because of the size and the fact that it is not done anymore, it would be difficult to get this machine repaired or maintained. The presser's leg can't be removed. When you get a jam, it
can be hard to manoeuvre the fabric/the button out, especially since you can't keep the presser's mouth lifted without pressing the lever. Only sews three threads of overlock piste. You can not make flat or rolled hems. There's no blade to cut the fabric when you go. No light stitching (although it is light threading). No free
hand. The thread path is not hard to follow, but the space inside the machine is narrow, so threading takes a bit of subtlety. Its top speed is not as fast as a normal serger, but it is still faster than using an overlock foot in your sewing machine. It can be harder to serge around curves or sharp edges, just because there's
not much room to manoeuvre. The length and width of the stitch cannot be adjusted and there is no differential flow. Final verdictIt's not the fanciest serger out there, for sure, but I think it's a perfectly functional, useful machine that creates a nice-looking three threading stitch. I love using some features of my great
serger, but this one fit my needs 90% of the time when I'm not Singer ProFinish Serger.I thought Singer Tiny Serger would be more like a toy or curiosity, but it really impressed me with its functionality. If you need a simple serger, and you don't have much space and/or money, this one is great! Great!
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